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Training
Everything that we do at The Citadel is 
for the purpose of training.



• Training:  “A process by which 
someone is taught the skills that are 
needed for an art, profession, or Job.”

-From: “How to Train at The Citadel”
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Training



Training
Training involves the repetition of a 
task until the task is mastered.
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Training is the vehicle that allows a
person or group go from Good to Great

Is there really such thing as being an 
expert?



Training
There are 4 Continuous Steps to Conducting 
Training
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Plan

Assess

Prepare

Execute



Planning
• “Now, the general who wins a battle makes many 

calculations in his temple ere the battle is fought.”

• “The general who loses a battle makes but few 
calculations beforehand. “

• -Sun Tzu, The Art of War.  
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Planning
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HOW DO WE PLAN?



• 1) Determine what needs to be trained.

Resources:

• Review the Mission Essential Task List (METL)

-Principled Leaders in Academic Pillar
-Principled Leader in Military Pillar
-Principled Leaders in Character Pillar
-Principled Leaders in Fitness Pillar
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Planning



Planning
Resources:

End of Year METL Brief

Intended for incoming commanders to gain insight from 
outgoing commanders as to what needs to be trained on and 
what can be sustained.
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Planning
Resources:

• Your observations as you visit Company areas 
throughout the rest of this semester

Based on what you see determine what needs to be 
trained on for improvement. 
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Resources:

Most often Cadet Leaders start the planning process 
upon the receipt of a mission.

-SMI OPORD
-Parent’s Day OPORD
-Homecoming OPORD
-President’s and Commandant’s Inspection OPORD
-REC Day OPORD
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Planning



Planning
When a commander receives an OPORD their job 
is much more than just forwarding a copy to lower 
levels to read.
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Forwarding OPORDS through EMAIL is not planning!



Planning/ 
Mission Analysis
• When a commander receives an 

OPORD, they must read and analyze 
it to determine what the tasks are for 
their Unit and Subordinate Units.

• Commander will then develop a “re-
stated mission” for their unit(s)
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• Re-Stated Mission states the sub-unit’s task 
and mission.  Usually in the format of:

Who, When, Where, What, Why
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Planning/ 
Mission Analysis



Planning/ 
Mission Analysis

Commander must also determine the “specified” and 
“implied” tasks for their unit(s)

Specified Tasks:  Task Directly Issued by a higher 
commander

Implied Tasks:  Tasks you identify as necessary based 
upon experience, METL Assessment, and Commander’s 
Intent
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Planning/ 
Mission Analysis
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At completion of mission analysis; the commander conduct’s a 
“commander’s dialogue” or “Confirmation brief” with the higher 
commander.

-Tells higher commander the re-stated mission
-Tasks necessary to train
-Any training or readiness issues. 



Making The Plan
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Planning that works is planning that is done 
backwards.

-Start with the envisioned end state and then 
work back considering all that needs to be done 
to get to the end state.
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SAT 13 October:  SMI 0900hrs.

What do we need to do to get here?  

Making The Plan



Making The Plan

• Constant communication with higher 
and lower units is required throughout 
the planning process.

• This helps identify any issues that may need to be 
addressed to make the plan really work.
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QUESTIONS/COMMENTS/CONCERNS
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